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SOME FINITELY PRESENTED N0N-3-MANIF0LD GROUPS

WOLFGANG H. HEIL

ABSTRACT.    For every pair of integers  (m, n), G. Baumslag and

D. Solitar exhibited two-generator one-relator groups   G that are
. . rn.n

not residually finite or Hopfian.   It is shown that these groups do not

provide counterexamples to the conjecture that 3-manifold groups are

residually finite (or at least Hopfian) by showing that they have sub-

groups which are not 3-manifold groups.

Searching for finitely presented non-Hopfian or nonresidually finite

groups that are fundamental groups of 3-manifolds, W. Jaco [5, Question 13]

asks if the two-generator one-relator groups  G        = \a, b: a~   bma = bn\

(m, n integers)  are fundamental groups of 3-manifolds.   These groups are

Hopfian if and only if m  and n have the same prime divisors or m or n

divides the other [lj.    Furthermore, if m or n  divides the other, then  G
7 rn.n

is residually finite.    In this note we answer the question for G and! T 771,72

some related groups.

Proposition 1.   Let   m, n  be integers with  \m\ 4= \n\, \m\ 4 I, \n\ / 1.

Then for A > 3  the group

Hk = [sv...,sk: 5» = s?+1, /=l,...,A-lj

is not. the fundamental group of a 3-manifold.

Proof,   (a)   Suppose there exists a compact, orientable, irreducible and

sufficiently large 3-manifold   M   such that   tt.(M) = H,.    Let   d = g.c.d.(m, n),

m = dm , n = dn ; then   \m \ 4 \n |.   Writing H,   as a free product of H,    ,

and  is, j with amalgamation over  is?>, it follows that  s,   generates a

unique maximal cyclic normal subgroup, where a = dim')       .   In fact, is"! is

the center of  H,.    By Waldhausen's theorem [7], M  is a Seifert fiber space

with a unique fiber which represents the element  h = s,   £ ttAM).   Further-

more, since  M  is irreducible and the deficiency def 77.(M) = 1, M  has non-

empty boundary by [2, Lemma 3.1].   Thus looking at the presentations (1.1)

and (1.2) of [8], we find that n^M)/^) is the free product of r + 2p - I

(resp. r + A-l)  infinite cyclic and  a finite cyclic groups  (where  r is the

number of boundary components, p (resp. A)  is the genus of the orbit surface,

and  a is the number of exceptional fibers).   However  H,/(s?) is not of this
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form, a contradiction.   (This follows from the fact that a free product with

amalgamation of indecomposable groups is indecomposable.)

(b) Suppose there exists an orientable 3-manifold  M  such that  77.(Al) =

H, .   Since  H,   is finitely presented, there is a compact submanifold  N of

Al  such that  tt JN) = H,  ([6]; also [4]).   Thus  N is orientable and, since  H^

is not cyclic and not a free product, we can assume that  N is irreducible

(by capping off 2-spheres and replacing homotopy balls by balls).   Since

H JN) is infinite, N  is sufficiently large and we have case (a).

(c) Suppose there exists a nonorientable 3-manifold such that  77. (Al) =

//,.    As above, and by Scott's result, we can assume that Al  is compact and

P   -irreducible and that  A = 3.   Let  K he the subgroup of //,   generated by

s.,  s2, s .   If 777  and  n are both odd,

K = \s\, s\, s\. <s])m = is2J", is])™ = is^ri ~ Hv

K is the fundamental group of a compact submanifold  N of the covering  M

of M  associated to  K.   Since  Al    covers the 2-fold orientable cover M  of Al,

it follows that  N is orientable and we have a contradiction to case (a).

If 777  is even, m = 2m , then

K^{s21,s2,si:  is\)m' = s"2, s™ = s"J    for n odd,

and

K = \s\,s\,s\: is\)m'=is2Jn', is\)m' ={s\.«'\     tor  n = 2n'.

In either case, ii m ^ 2, n ^ 2, the same argument as before applies.

Thus assume  m = 2.   It n is even, n = 21, let cp:   H, —» Z-, he the homo-

morphism  <f>(s.) = 1, i - 1, 2, 3.   By Reidemeister-Schreier,

ker d> = {a, b, c: c~Xalc = a1, b~Xal2b = a{2\,

2 — 1
where  a = s,, b = s.s2, c = s~  s .    The subgroup of kertA generated by  a,

22-- • ^
b , c    is isomorphic to kerc/5  and contained in  77,(Al).   It follows that there

is a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold   N such that njN) = kerrA.

The center of tt AN) is generated by  a1  .   As in case (a), N would be a

Seifert fiber space, but  njN)/(al ) is not the right group.

If n is odd then (s ., s2, s,)= (s., s2, s,) has presentation is,, s,, t.,

12: s" — t"., s2 - s"   t. = t"J where  I. - s.s2s7  , 7*    = s.s  s7   .   Again, this

group would be the group of an orientable Seifert fiber space with boundary

and with fiber generated by  s,   (a = n"), but the quotient mod  the center is

not a free product of cyclic groups.

Remark.   H.   and  H2  are fundamental groups of 3-manifolds.

Proposition 2.   The group  G        = \a,  b: a~   bma = b"\ is the fundamental

group of a ^-manifold if and only if \m\ = \n\.
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Prool.   (a)   The case   \m\ = 1,  \n\ 4 I  is discussed in  [5, p. 8.4].

Thus assume  |t?j| 4 \n\   and  \m\ 4 I, \n\ 4 1-   Suppose there is a 3-mani-

fold  M  such that  77,(M) - G       .By Reidemeister-Schreier, the smallest
1 777,72 J '

normal subgroup  H  of  G generated by  b  has a presentation   H = is.: sm

= s"+,, -oo < ;' < cxij, where s. = a'ba~'.   Then the subgroup H,   of H gener-

ated by  s..s,   is the fundamental group of a 3-manifold, which contra-

dicts Proposition 1.

(b)   For \m\ = \n\  let   V be a solid brezel of genus   2, let tt.(V) be gen-

erated by simple closed curves   a and  b, and let  c be a simple closed curve

on dV which represents the element a~   bmab~m (resp. a-  bmabm) £ 77,(V)

(the figure shows the case  m - 3).   Let  M  be the 3-manifold obtained from

V by attaching a 2-handle along a regular neighborhood of c on  dV.   Then

77,(M) = G (m = n, resp. m - -ri).
1 rn.n r

a-'b^ab y

a \. I     ^/C/

a-hmab-m
b

Another finitely presented non-Hopfian group was constructed by Higman

[3].   It has generators  a, b, c and relations  a-   ca = b~   cb = c .   It is a

corollary to Proposition 2 that Higman's group is not the fundamental group
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of a 3-manifold.   For, the subgroup generated by  a and  c is isomorphic to

Gl,2-

It is interesting to note that for every integer ??2  and  n, the group  G

acts freely on an irreducible 3-manifold. Let F be a torus with one bound-

ary component, and a, b canonical generators for 77,(F). In F x / identify

regular neighborhoods of simple closed curves representing ab" on Fn ■= F

y SOl and  ab171   on  F, = F x 111-   The resulting 3-manifold  M has group

tt,(Al) = {a, b, t: t~  abmt = ab"\.   Then  G        acts on the covering of M
1 777,77 ^ 6

associated to {a) as group of covering translations.
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